Audi a3 1998

The Audi A3 is a small family or subcompact executive car manufactured and marketed since
the s [1] [2] by the Audi subdivision of the Volkswagen Group , currently in its fourth generation.
The original A3 or Type 8L was introduced in the European market in , marking Audi's return to
the production of smaller cars following the demise of the Audi 50 in This was the first
Volkswagen Group model to use the "PQ34" or "A4" platform , bearing a close resemblance to
the contemporary Volkswagen Golf Mk4 , which arrived a year later. Within three years, this
platform was used for total of seven cars. The A3 was initially available only with a three-door
hatchback body, to present a more sporty image than the Golf, in both front and four-wheel
drive. The inline four-cylinder engines were transversely mounted. The Audi A3 was the eighth
model in the Audi lineup to use five valves per cylinder. In Audi expanded the range with the
introduction of more powerful versions: a 1. The four-wheel-drive A3 1. Also in , Audi also
introduced a five-door body. Audi's electronic stability control , traction-control, and brake force
distribution computer became standard equipment in some countries. Although the
first-generation Audi A3 was replaced in Europe in , the first generation model continued to be
sold in some markets. Production of the first generation model stopped in Brazil in Euro NCAP
rating of 4 out of 5 stars. These could cause high loads on his upper legs and damage to his
knees. Audi released the A3-derived Audi S3 in , only as a three-door hatchback. The inline-four
20v 1. This was the first time a small four-cylinder engine had been used in an Audi S-series car.
Although dubbed "quattro" , the S3 uses a different four-wheel drive system. These items are
standard in some export markets. The engines used are the same as those for many other cars
in the Volkswagen Group. At the Geneva Motor Show , Audi launched the second generation of
the A3, the Typ 8P, designed by Gary Telaak during however, the final design was frozen in
Originally launched only as a three-door hatchback with four-cylinder engines, it featured a new
automobile platform the PQ35 platform , a redesigned and more spacious interior, new petrol
engines with Fuel Stratified Injection FSI , and standard six-speed manual gearboxes except on
the base 1. In mid the line was updated with two sports-oriented models, a 2. In the "S line" trim
level, offering new decorative elements, became available and the three-door A3 received the
same front-end styling features as the Sportback model. For the first time, the A3 became
available in the North American market, exclusively with the Sportback body, with the base 2.
The five-door "Sportback" model was introduced in June It also received the new "single frame"
front grille originally introduced in the A8 W12 , which was later adopted across the whole A3
range. In August , Audi introduced the second generation S3. Offered in three- and five-door
body styles, the second generationâ€” Typ 8Pâ€”S3 is powered by a modified and uprated
Volkswagen Group -sourced 2. As with all Audi S models , the design was done in-house by
quattro GmbH. Audi offers both six-speed manual and six-speed S-Tronic automatic
transmissions with the S3. The spring ratings and dampers were revised, along with the body
kit. Like its predecessor, although badged a "Quattro" model, the S3 does not employ a Torsen
centre differential as in other common Quattro models , but instead uses the Swedish Haldex
Traction system in its on-demand four-wheel drive transmission, due to the transverse engine
layout. Euro NCAP tested a second-generation Audi A3 with front airbags, side airbags, seatbelt
pretensioners , and load limiters as standard. Audi introduced a number of changes to the A3
and S3 in These include revised nose and tail styling, with a modified grille and daytime running
lights, common rail 2. In addition, the range now includes an S3 Sportback model. Also, a
cabriolet version was introduced. It was similar in dimensions to the 3-door version, with a
two-box design. Based on the Audi A3 three-door, it is an approach by Audi to address both
performance and the environment. The engine in the concept car is a turbocharged 2. It
produces It uses the quattro drive system with a six-speed manual transmission. The chassis
has Audi's Magnetic Ride Suspension system, lowering the vehicle 1. It also has ceramic front
brakes, a four-link rear suspension and electro-mechanical servo assist for the rack and pinion
steering. Exterior modifications include the widening of the three-door's grill, modifying the
odd, and enlarging air intakes. Bolt-on fender flares and a large rear spoiler have been added.
The interior changes include sport seats and a flat-bottomed steering wheel. Optional features
included front bucket seats, roof rails in matte aluminum look, styling packages in black or
matte aluminum. First deliveries started in early It included Vienna leather upholstery, front seat
heating, rear parking sensors, automatic headlight and wiper activation, cruise control, a
Bluetooth mobile phone interface. In January , the naturally-aspirated 2. It is available in
front-wheel drive only. The "e"-model, Audi's equivalent of Volkswagen's BlueMotion , is
available with the 1. Audi released two models of the A3 1. This engine achieves approximately
4. They went on sale in June In , the 1. The A3 2. This US model would begin sale in the first
quarter of as a model year vehicle. In March , the line-up was expanded with the introduction of
a more powerful 2. The 2. The vehicle was unveiled at the Geneva Motor Show [34] [35] and went
on sale in Europe in September First vehicle using the flexible modular Volkswagen Group MQB

platform , the third generation is available as a three-door hatchback, a five-door "Sportback", a
four-door saloon to directly rival the Mercedes-Benz CLA-Class , and a two-door Cabriolet. The
front suspension is a MacPherson strut set-up while the rear utilizes torsion bar suspension
models with less than PS or multi-link rear suspension models with PS or more. Early German
models include 1. Other features include to inch-wheels optional inch wheels via quattro GmbH
and electronic stabilization control with electronic differential lock. The vehicle was unveiled at
the New York Auto Show. The German model went on sale in late summer Early models include
1. Delivery of the UK models began in autumn of In international markets like Pakistan, Audi has
introduced it with a 1. This has allowed Audi to bypass high import duties on larger
displacement engines, offer the car at a competitive price, and become a leader in the imported
luxury car segment. The facelifted version has yet to be launched. In Singapore, the Audi A3
sedan and Sportback are currently available as 1. The A3 cabriolet model was offered starting in
It has a three-box body style and a larger boot than the previous model litres versus Other
features include a choice of 13 body colours three solid finishes, eight metallic finishes, and
two pearl-effect finishes , an optional high-gloss package adding accents around the windows
standard with the Ambiente trim line , six-speed manual transmission optional S-Tronic for all
engine models, 16 or inch wheels depending on trim line optional inch wheels , Audi drive
select standard with Ambition with optional S-Tronic, and optional electromagnetic damper
control system. German models went on sale in February It is a version of the A3 Sportback
with 1. The synthetic methane was produced by waste product from a nearby Werlte biogas
plant operated by power utility EWE. The plug-in hybrid concept car was unveiled at the Geneva
Motor Show. To charge the A3 e-tron, the Audi four rings logo is pulled along to reveal a
charging socket. The A3 Sportback e-tron is powered by a 1. The revised A3 e-tron in the UK
featured a different level of specification, losing the previously standard LED headlights but
gaining Audi's virtual cockpit as standard. The revised model featured the same battery and
drivetrain as before, now rated at 22 miles of electric range under the new WLTP test. The third
generation Audi S3 is powered by a 2. It features new pistons with stronger bolts and new rings,
as well as reinforced connecting rods with new mounts transferring the power to the crankshaft.
The cylinder head is made of a new lightweight aluminium alloy designed with high strength
and temperature resistance in mind. In , the RS3 sedan or saloon was added to the line-up. The
RS3 can be ordered with a fixed-suspension or an adjustable magnetic damper. Depending on
the country, the RS3 can be purchased with different optional packages. For example, the Black
Optic package includes high-gloss black inch wheels, high-gloss black outside mirror covers,
and a high-gloss black trunk lip spoiler, while the Dynamic package consists of titanium inch
wheels with summer performance tires, red brake calipers, and a sport exhaust system. After
four years, the third-generation Audi A3 was given a facelift for the model year , which also
coincided with the 20th anniversary of the A3 name. The facelifted model was first unveiled
through a set of official images in April The new A3 sedan was given significant cosmetic
updates, which were in-line with the automaker's new design philosophy. The front grille was
also given a refreshed treatment that made the new A3 look like its elder siblings. Changes on
the sides and rear were minimal, with only the taillights getting new LED treatment. There were
multiple updates on the interiors as well, with a fully digital Sold in Europe and released in the
United States for the model year. Euro NCAP tested a third-generation Audi A3, 3-door
hatchback with front airbags, side airbags, seatbelt pretensioners and load limiters as standard
and scored it accordingly:. It is 3 centimetres longer and wider when compared to the outgoing
model while keeping the wheelbase length the same, trunk cargo space is litres with the seats
up, and litres with the seats folded down. It has a drag coefficient of 0. It gets a six-speed
manual, seven-speed dual-clutch automatic, or an electric S-Tronic gearboxes. It also gets the
new MMI infotainment system, with a The new A3 Sedan was revealed on 21 April , with the front
fascia similar to that of the A3 Sportback. However, the wheelbase remains unchanged. This
generation of the A3 sedan is not expected to arrive in North America until late , as a model. The
S3 model has the same 2. It also has reduced cargo space litres instead of the litres in the A3
due to the Quattro four-wheel-drive system. From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia. Motor
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Upload file. Download as PDF Printable version. Wikimedia Commons. Audi A3 Sedan 4th
generation. Subcompact executive car C. Audi A3 5-door post-facelift. Dirk van Braeckel [3] [4].
Volkswagen Group A4 PQ Petrol engine I4 1. Manual transmission 5-speed Manual 6-speed
Manual Automatic transmission 4-speed Automatic 5-speed Automatic. Petrol engines [7].
Diesel engines [7]. Gary Telaak [9] [10] Volkswagen Group A5 PQ Inline-four petrol engine 1.
Manual transmission 5-speed manual 6-speed manual Automatic transmission 6-speed
automatic Dual-clutch automatic transmission 6-speed S-Tronic 7-speed S-Tronic. Audi A3
Sportback pre-facelift. Dany Garand [28] Markus Gleitz Sedan: Volkswagen Group MQB
platform. Audi A3 Sportback. Inline-three petrol engine 1. Wikimedia Commons has media
related to Audi A3. A2 8Z. A1 8X. A1 GB. Small family car. A4 8D. A4 8E. A4 8K. A4 8W. Audi S2.
S4 8D. S4 8E. S4 8K. S4 8W. Mid-size luxury car. A6 4A. A6 4B. A6 4F. A6 4G. A6 4K. S4 4A. S6
4A. S6 4B. S6 4F. S6 4G. S6 4K. Full-size luxury car. V8 4C. A8 4D. A8 4E. A8 4H. A8 4N. S8 4D.
S8 4E. S8 4H. S8 4N. TT 8N. TT 8J. TT 8S. A5 8T. A5 8F. Cabriolet 8G. S5 8T. S5 8F. Full-size
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Quattro Ur-Quattro. RS5 8T. RS5 8F. RS7 4G. RS7 4K8. RS Q3 8U. RS Q3 F3. R8 R8 4S.
Crossover utility vehicle. A4 allroad quattro 8K. A4 allroad quattro 8W. A6 allroad quattro 4F. A6
allroad quattro 4G. A6 allroad quattro 4K. Mini SUV. Q2 GA. Compact SUV. Mid-size SUV. Q5 8R.
Q5 80A. Full-size SUV. Q7 4L. Q7 4M. Sport Quattro. Compact car. Mid-size car. Full-size car. TT
Roadster 8N. TT Roadster 8J. TT Roadster 8S. RS6 5G. A4 allroad 8W. A6 allroad. Q3 8U. Q3 F3.
Q5 FY. The Audi A3 is a small family or subcompact executive car manufactured and marketed
since the s [1] [2] by the Audi subdivision of the Volkswagen Group , currently in its fourth
generation. The original A3 or Type 8L was introduced in the European market in , marking
Audi's return to the production of smaller cars following the demise of the Audi 50 in This was
the first Volkswagen Group model to use the "PQ34" or "A4" platform , bearing a close
resemblance to the contemporary Volkswagen Golf Mk4 , which arrived a year later. Within three
years, this platform was used for total of seven cars. The A3 was initially available only with a
three-door hatchback body, to present a more sporty image than the Golf, in both front and
four-wheel drive. The inline four-cylinder engines were transversely mounted. The Audi A3 was
the eighth model in the Audi lineup to use five valves per cylinder. In Audi expanded the range
with the introduction of more powerful versions: a 1. The four-wheel-drive A3 1. Also in , Audi
also introduced a five-door body. Audi's electronic stability control , traction-control, and brake
force distribution computer became standard equipment in some countries. Although the
first-generation Audi A3 was replaced in Europe in , the first generation model continued to be
sold in some markets. Production of the first generation model stopped in Brazil in Euro NCAP
rating of 4 out of 5 stars. These could cause high loads on his upper legs and damage to his
knees. Audi released the A3-derived Audi S3 in , only as a three-door hatchback. The inline-four

20v 1. This was the first time a small four-cylinder engine had been used in an Audi S-series car.
Although dubbed "quattro" , the S3 uses a different four-wheel drive system. These items are
standard in some export markets. The engines used are the same as those for many other cars
in the Volkswagen Group. At the Geneva Motor Show , Audi launched the second generation of
the A3, the Typ 8P, designed by Gary Telaak during however, the final design was frozen in
Originally launched only as a three-door hatchback with four-cylinder engines, it featured a new
automobile platform the PQ35 platform , a redesigned and more spacious interior, new petrol
engines with Fuel Stratified Injection FSI , and standard six-speed manual gearboxes except on
the base 1. In mid the line was updated with two sports-oriented models, a 2. In the "S line" trim
level, offering new decorative elements, became available and the three-door A3 received the
same front-end styling features as the Sportback model. For the first time, the A3 became
available in the North American market, exclusively with the Sportback body, with the base 2.
The five-door "Sportback" model was introduced in June It also received the new "single frame"
front grille originally introduced in the A8 W12 , which was later adopted across the whole A3
range. In August , Audi introduced the second generation S3. Offered in three- and five-door
body styles, the second generationâ€” Typ 8Pâ€”S3 is powered by a modified and uprated
Volkswagen Group -sourced 2. As with all Audi S models , the design was done in-house by
quattro GmbH. Audi offers both six-speed manual and six-speed S-Tronic automatic
transmissions with the S3. The spring ratings and dampers were revised, along with the body
kit. Like its predecessor, although badged a "Quattro" model, the S3 does not employ a Torsen
centre differential as in other common Quattro models , but instead uses the Swedish Haldex
Traction system in its on-demand four-wheel drive transmission, due to the transverse engine
layout. Euro NCAP tested a second-generation Audi A3 with front airbags, side airbags, seatbelt
pretensioners , and load limiters as standard. Audi introduced a number of changes to the A3
and S3 in These include revised nose and tail styling, with a modified grille and daytime running
lights, common rail 2. In addition, the range now includes an S3 Sportback model. Also, a
cabriolet version was introduced. It was similar in dimensions to the 3-door version, with a
two-box design. Based on the Audi A3 three-door, it is an approach by Audi to address both
performance and the environment. The engine in the concept car is a turbocharged 2. It
produces It uses the quattro drive system with a six-speed manual transmission. The chassis
has Audi's Magnetic Ride Suspension system, lowering the vehicle 1. It also has ceramic front
brakes, a four-link rear suspension and electro-mechanical servo assist for the rack and pinion
steering. Exterior modifications include the widening of the three-door's grill, modifying the
odd, and enlarging air intakes. Bolt-on fender flares and a large rear spoiler have been added.
The interior changes include sport seats and a flat-bottomed steering wheel. Optional features
included front bucket seats, roof rails in matte aluminum look, styling packages in black or
matte aluminum. First deliveries started in early It included Vienna leather upholstery, front seat
heating, rear parking sensors, automatic headlight and wiper activation, cruise control, a
Bluetooth mobile phone interface. In January , the naturally-aspirated 2. It is available in
front-wheel drive only. The "e"-model, Audi's equivalent of Volkswagen's BlueMotion , is
available with the 1. Audi released two models of the A3 1. This engine achieves approximately
4. They went on sale in June In , the 1. The A3 2. This US model would begin sale in the first
quarter of as a model year vehicle. In March , the line-up was expanded with the introduction of
a more powerful 2. The 2. The vehicle was unveiled at the Geneva Motor Show [34] [35] and went
on sale in Europe in September First vehicle using the flexible modular Volkswagen Group MQB
platform , the third generation is available as a three-door hatchback, a five-door "Sportback", a
four-door saloon to directly rival the Mercedes-Benz CLA-Class , and a two-door Cabriolet. The
front suspension is a MacPherson strut set-up while the rear utilizes torsion bar suspension
models with less than PS or multi-link rear suspension models with PS or more. Early German
models include 1. Other features include to inch-wheels optional inch wheels via quattro GmbH
and electronic stabilization control with electronic differential lock. The vehicle was unveiled at
the New York Auto Show. The German model went on sale in late summer Early models include
1. Delivery of the UK models began in autumn of In international markets like Pakistan, Audi has
introduced it with a 1. This has allowed Audi to bypass high import duties on larger
displacement engines, offer the car at a competitive price, and become a leader in the imported
luxury car segment. The facelifted version has yet to be launched. In Singapore, the Audi A3
sedan and Sportback are currently available as 1. The A3 cabriolet model was offered starting in
It has a three-box body style and a larger boot than the previous model litres versus Other
features include a choice of 13 body colours three solid finishes, eight metallic finishes, and
two pearl-effect finishes , an optional high-gloss package adding accents around the windows
standard with the Ambiente trim line , six-speed manual transmission optional S-Tronic for all
engine models, 16 or inch wheels depending on trim line optional inch wheels , Audi drive

select standard with Ambition with optional S-Tronic, and optional electromagnetic damper
control system. German models went on sale in February It is a version of the A3 Sportback
with 1. The synthetic methane was produced by waste product from a nearby Werlte biogas
plant operated by power utility EWE. The plug-in hybrid concept car was unveiled at the Geneva
Motor Show. To charge the A3 e-tron, the Audi four rings logo is pulled along to reveal a
charging socket. The A3 Sportback e-tron is powered by a 1. The revised A3 e-tron in the UK
featured a different level of specification, losing the previously standard LED headlights but
gaining Audi's virtual cockpit as standard. The revised model featured the same battery and
drivetrain as before, now rated at 22 miles of electric range under the new WLTP test. The third
generation Audi S3 is powered by a 2. It features new pistons with stronger bolts and new rings,
as well as reinforced connecting rods with new mounts transferring the power to the crankshaft.
The cylinder head is made of a new lightweight aluminium alloy designed with high strength
and temperature resistance in mind. In , the RS3 sedan or saloon was added to the line-up. The
RS3 can be ordered with a fixed-suspension or an adjustable magnetic damper. Depending on
the country, the RS3 can be purchased with different optional packages. For example, the Black
Optic package includes high-gloss black inch wheels, high-gloss black outside mirror covers,
and a high-gloss black trunk lip spoiler, while the Dynamic package consists of titanium inch
wheels with summer performance tires, red brake calipers, and a sport exhaust system. After
four years, the third-generation Audi A3 was given a facelift for the model year , which also
coincided with the 20th anniversary of the A3 name. The facelifted model was first unveiled
through a set of official images in April The new A3 sedan was given significant cosmetic
updates, which were in-line with the automaker's new design philosophy. The front grille was
also given a refreshed treatment that made the new A3 look like its elder siblings. Changes on
the sides and rear were minimal, with only the taillights getting new LED treatment. There were
multiple updates on the interiors as well, with a fully digital Sold in Europe and released in the
United States for the model year. Euro NCAP tested a third-generation Audi A3, 3-door
hatchback with front airbags, side airbags, seatbelt pretensioners and load limiters as standard
and scored it accordingly:. It is 3 centimetres longer and wider when compared to the outgoing
model while keeping the wheelbase length the same, trunk cargo space is litres with the seats
up, and litres with the seats folded down. It has a drag coefficient of 0. It gets a six-speed
manual, seven-speed dual-clutch automatic, or an electric S-Tronic gearboxes. It also gets the
new MMI infotainment system, with a The new A3 Sedan was revealed on 21 April , with the front
fascia similar to that of the A3 Sportback. However, the wheelbase remains unchanged. This
generation of the A3 sedan is not expected to arrive in North America until late , as a model. The
S3 model has the same 2. It also has reduced cargo space litres instead of the litres in the A3
due to the Quattro four-wheel-drive system. From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia. Motor
vehicle. Manual transmission. Automatic transmission. Inline-four petrol engine. Straight-five
petrol engine. VR6 engine. Inline-four diesel engine. Dual-clutch automatic transmission.
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Diesel engines [7]. Gary Telaak [9] [10] Volkswagen Group A5 PQ Inline-four petrol engine 1.
Manual transmission 5-speed manual 6-speed manual Automatic transmission 6-speed
automatic Dual-clutch automatic transmission 6-speed S-Tronic 7-speed S-Tronic. Audi A3
Sportback pre-facelift. Dany Garand [28] Markus Gleitz Sedan: Volkswagen Group MQB
platform. Audi A3 Sportback. Inline-three petrol engine 1. Wikimedia Commons has media
related to Audi A3. A2 8Z. A1 8X. A1 GB. Small family car. A4 8D. A4 8E. A4 8K. A4 8W. Audi S2.
S4 8D. S4 8E. S4 8K. S4 8W. Mid-size luxury car. A6 4A. A6 4B. A6 4F. A6 4G. A6 4K. S4 4A. S6
4A. S6 4B. S6 4F. S6 4G. S6 4K. Full-size luxury car. V8 4C. A8 4D. A8 4E. A8 4H. A8 4N. S8 4D.
S8 4E. S8 4H. S8 4N. TT 8N. TT 8J. TT 8S. A5 8T. A5 8F. Cabriolet 8G. S5 8T. S5 8F. Full-size
luxury fastback. A7 4G. A7 4K. S7 4G. S7 4K. RS3 Sportback 8P. RS3 Sportback 8V. RS2 Avant.
RS4 8D. RS4 8K. RS4 8W. RS4 B9. RS6 4B. RS6 4F. RS6 4G. RS6 4K. TT RS 8J. TT RS 8S.
Quattro Ur-Quattro. RS5 8T. RS5 8F. RS7 4G. RS7 4K8. RS Q3 8U. RS Q3 F3. R8 R8 4S.
Crossover utility vehicle. A4 allroad quattro 8K. A4 allroad quattro 8W. A6 allroad quattro 4F. A6
allroad quattro 4G. A6 allroad quattro 4K. Mini SUV. Q2 GA. Compact SUV. Mid-size SUV. Q5 8R.
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Roadster 8N. TT Roadster 8J. TT Roadster 8S. RS6 5G. A4 allroad 8W. A6 allroad. Q3 8U. Q3 F3.
Q5 FY. Awesome Car. Very Good Value â€” Very smooth quick car. Lovely to drive, extremely
solid chassis. Easily tuned up, Defo could use a remap to bhp. Handles very well. Would only
recommend the turbo or TDI 1. Standard models seem to boring and fairly gutless. Excellent car
for money though. Recommend especially to women. Cons: Look out for the unloved ones or it
will hit u hard. Especially with the diesel engines. Perfect performance, low fuel consumption.
The only minor problem is that sometimes the spare parts of Audi are not that cheap as those of
other car makers. A good car overall. The Finest Hatchback Ever Built? Not many cars at any
price are this well put together, and the 1. Pros: Engine, mpg, nappa leather trim, build quality,
sound system, solid feel to controls. Quality Cheap Fun Motoring â€” Cheap hot hatch. Good
handling, ride, build quality and very, very reliable. Petrol not to bad, average 25 MPG combined
thrashing and easy. Prefer this original model as is lighter and more basic. Cons: Insurance is
high relative to performance. Good â€” ok not bad drive fairly quick, when u get 1 problem
normally a lot more follow abs light a pain in the arse electrics seem to have a mind of their
own, id recommend getting the model more reliable. Cons: spent quid in last 2 months when u
get 1 problem loads more follow. Speed And Style â€” buy it!! Sweet â€” it is one of the best
cars ever made, instant sweet performance. Pros: instant perfomance, amazing build quality. A3
Good Strong Powerfull Car â€” very reliable and upgradeable car well reccommend another
even with k on the clock still does mph reli good just reqs 6 speed box reli! Pros: reli good on
power great fun car to drive. Great Car Overall â€” It is a nice car, actually nice might be an
understatement. This is a 1. The vehicle is very good, extremely study build quaility, good
performance and good mileage. The car is fun to drive but understeers a lot, a problem seen in
most other Audis of that era. The turning circle is not a big one but it is sufficient, the thing that
bugs me a bit is that when you are sitting behind the wheel the car seems bigger than it actually
is. In time you get used to that. The parts are expensive as with all Audis. Love everything about
it so far, especially the ergonomic design. Read More. I love the smooth drive, the sun roof, the
body is gorgeous! I wish the rings on the rear stood out more Read More. Looks great!! Love
everything about it, the style is perfect! I liked it when i saw it online but once i got to the
dealership and saw it in person i loved it. Audi has its own Yes, great diesel engine and fuel
economy. The car handled great, engine is strong with not much turbo lag, interior devices all
work. The manual seats are a drag to operate, especially the seat back angle which requires
turning tough to re I love my Audi A3! I got it two years ago and absolutely love everything
about it!! It handles beautifully and have had no issues with it. Have you driven a Audi A3? Rank
This Car. User Reviews. View reviews where users commented on categories. Clear selections.
Curt writes:. Cargo Capacity:. Is this helpful? Yes No. Fredrik writes:. Cons: gearbox. Is this

review helpful? Alexander writes:. Primary Use: Commuting to work Pros: Performance. Cons:
Maintanance. Matt writes:. Primary Use: Commuting to work Pros: Engine, mpg, nappa leather
trim, build quality, sound system, solid feel to controls. Cons: Another 50 horses would be nice.
Paul writes:. Pros: Reliable, fun and low maintenance. Ricky writes:. Good â€” ok not bad drive
fairly quick, when u get 1 problem normally a lot more follow abs light a pain in the arse
electrics seem to have a mind of their own, id recommend getting the model more reliable
Primary Use: Commuting to work Pros: quickish. Marius writes:. Cons: none. Phil writes:. John
writes:. Cons: poor on fuel could do with quattro like. Antonio writes:. Pros: Cheap to run,
Sturdy, Nice performance. Cons: bad turning circle. Reviews From Other Years. Read all Audi
A3 reviews. Read all 4 Audi A3 reviews. Cars compared to Audi A3. Related Models For Sale.
Other Years. Used Cars for Sale. Compare Audi A3 to Related Models. Select Year Yes No
Looking for a Used A3 in your area? Pros: Reliable, fun and low maintenance Cons: Insurance
is high relative to performance. Coronavirus update: New contactless services to help keep you
safe. They were helpful and amazing. We bought our 07 Nissan Armada and couldn't be happier!
Adam Ochoa was amazing. First and foremost he was very respectful and military friendly..
Knowledgeable about the Gmc Denali that we bought. If it was not for him, I would have
continued shopping elsewhere. To top it off, he was patient with our four kids. Thank you Adam,
see you next time!!! Both the dealership and Maximo were great and very timely in responding.
Maximo sent me a personalized video of the car and answered my questions about the car
options. Thank you. Good communication, no pressure to buy but up to help you on everything
they can to take care of you as my personal experience I like the great actitud they have make
you feel secure of make business with them I would comeback if I need another vehicle is a nice
place to buy. Joey is the best! I will be doing more business with you guys in the future! Thank
you for getting me into my Subaru Legacy, I absolutely love it!! The car was not the color I was
interested in. The sales person answered all my question and was very prompt in sending a
video. Good experience. Made an appointment , and later purchased the vehicle. Great
experience! Beautiful car. Great price. This is my daughter's first car and she couldn't be
happier. Saw the car on Car Gurus, let the dealership know we were coming, and they had the
car ready when we arrived. It was love at first sight, we made the deal and drove the car home. I
would definitely recommend DCH of Oxnard. Very nice sales representative. All transactions
were quick and accurate Best buying experience ever. I asked about the accident it showed for
this car. Had to email twice. He answered my question minimally, and asked no other questions.
Did not try to tell me any more about the car, or schedule any kind of test drive. I emailed about
a car they had online with no pictures and no price. They emailed back saying that they would
let me know when they figured out what the price would be. If they're advertising cars that they
don't even know the price, imagine the car dealer games when you get on the lot?? Would give
them ZERO stars if i could. The car advertised had the stereo swapped out, not the one shown
in the picture, and of course he had no idea. AND the AC in the vehicle did not work. Took
awhile a day To get my trade in value which was utterly ridiculous. I moved in and buying from
another dealership. Same vehicle less money but with 10k More miles on it Miles on it. Nick is a
very helpful salesperson. He went the extra mile to get a deal done on a wonderful Audi. Easy to
work with. Completed the arrangements for purchase using phone and text since I'm from
out-of-state. Price as advertised without the additional fees added by franchised dealerships.
Nick and Slaven have fantastic selection and I look forward to the next set of cars for me to
check out. I found a car I was looking for. Never have i taken the first offer until now. Eric shot
me such a good price all I could do was say yes. We had one little hiccup with the car and Eric
Fixed it immediately!! I will definitely be checking Dodgeville Auto's inventory when I need
another car. Real good experience. Salesman very courteous. You say hatchback, I say
sportsback. You say station wagon, I say sports wagon. Call it what you will, but definitely do
not call the whole thing off. Audi's entry into the sports compact wagon hatcback coupe
whatever market is a sizzlingly flashy combination of the TT and a crossover SUV. It is
essentially a hatchback, but with so much more style and attitude both inside and out. Under its
hood is a turbocharged engine that is not only fast and fun, but with a direct fuel injection
technology that saves on fuel economy too. Fast, practical, luxurious, and fun? Why did it take
so long for this car to reach the United States? But it was definitely worth the wait. It calls itself
a sports compact, but with five doors, lots of headroom, and roomy back seat, it holds four
comfortably. The hatchback feature with fold-down rear seats, means plenty of cargo room. The
result is all the look and performance of a sports car without the cramped claustrophic feeling.
The Audi A3 comes as either a 2. The direct fuel injection means easy-on-your wallet gas
mileage, and Audi claims that the A3 is the first car to offer the turbocharged engine with FSI
technology. It is also the first to offer an optional six-speed automatic DSG transmission
standard in the quattro model. Mimicking manual shifting, but without a clutch, the Direct Shift

Gearbox directly connects the engine to the wheels and chooses the next gear before you shift,
supposedly creating a smooth transition and thereby a smoother ride. The Audi A3 might not be
as roomy or as quick off the line as its competitors, but its boldly distinctive exterior is a lot
more stylish, and it offers a lot more pampering standard features. Once it hits its stride,
however, keep your eye on the rearview mirror, because this car takes off. Combined with its
light steering and confident handling, you won't even feel like you're driving a turbo-powered
racer. Inside, you'll feel like you're in a luxury car. Or sports wagon. Or hatchback. Or
sportsback -- oh, whatever, just try it. We'll help you find great deals among the millions of
vehicles available nationwide on CarGurus, and we'll provide you with dealer reviews and
vehicle history for each one. After all, over 30 million shoppers use CarGurus to find great deals
on used cars and new cars in their area. And when it's time to get rid of your old ride, sell your
car simply and securely on CarGurus. Once you're ready to narrow down your search results,
go ahead and filter by price, mileage, transmission, trim, days on lot, drivetrain, color, engine,
options, and deal ratings. And if you only want to see cars with a single owner, recent price
drops, photos, or available financing , our filters can help with that too. All Years to All Years.
Radius 10 mi 25 mi 50 mi 75 mi mi mi mi mi Nationwide. Best deals first. CarGurus User.
Authorized Audi Dealer. Read more. Audi seems focused on redefining entry-level luxury,
continuing to add standard features to the already attractive package of the A3. With a
well-sorted chassis, classy interior, and invigorating driv. Audi A3 Reviews Review. Loved the
car. Very clean. Did need front tires, rear main seal, and tensioner. Too many repairs for the
price. Solid car, though. Awesome car its just awesome I dont know what else to say if youre
thinking about getting one of these do it you wont be disappointed. I liked it when i saw it online
but once i got to the dealership and saw it in person i loved it. Audi has its own style and i like
it. Why Use CarGurus? Audi dealers in Atlanta GA. Audi dealers in Chicago IL. Audi dealers in
Dallas TX. Audi dealers in Houston TX. Audi dealers in Los Angeles CA. Audi dealers in Miami
FL. Audi dealers in New York NY. Audi dealers in Philadelphia PA. Audi dealers in Washington
DC. Reactivate now to get the information you were looking for! If you feel you have received
this message in error, please view our customer care FAQs or access your account information
here. Sign In. Become a Member. Remember Me. Not a member? Need further assistance?
Please call Member Services at View all Audi Vehicles. Current Model. The cabin is quiet, and
the front seats are comfortable and supportive. The rear seat is tight. It takes a bit of time to get
used to the infotainment system, but it ultimately proves to be logical. A redesigned A3 will
arrive in North America for the model year. Road Test. Predicted Reliability. Predicted Owner
Satisfaction. The wholly redesigned Audi A3 is part of a wave of compact luxury-branded
models for buyers who have one eye on their budget and the other on gas prices. While it's
tempting to get the basic Premium model, with the 1. For , Audi added a standard backup
camera, heated mirrors, and a USB portâ€”replacing the optional media interface and its unique
Audi proprietary cable. Also, a front-wheel drive hatchback with a plug-in hybrid powertrain
joined the line. The A3 is an upscale little hatchback with a tasteful interior and, in most
versions, a gutsy turbocharged 2. Front-wheel drive is standard; all-wheel drive is available as
an option. We found the A3 quite nimble and quick in our tests, but the steering feels a little too
light at low speeds. The automated manual S-tronic transmission works very well. A more
powerful 3. Starting with , the V6 went away and a hp four-cylinder diesel joined the lineup. The
models were the last year for this version of the little hatchback, as a new sedan replaced it for
the model year. Before you buy, make sure the car fits your size. New Cars on the Horizon. Our
annual report card ranks the brands based on Overall Score. Latest Audi Videos. Ready to Shop
Local Inventory? Select Another Vehicle. Make a Donation Newsletters Give a Gift. You no
longer have digital access to ratings and reviews. Comparison Specifications. Look at
comparison Audi A3 vs. Ford Focus by significant features. Our comparison opens 6 reasons
which make Audi A3 more effective than Ford Focus. For plenty of buyers, Ford Focus can still
become a better choice than Audi A3 as we found 14 ideas of this. By looking at the most
important characteristics, we came up with the main distinctions of Audi A3 and Ford Focus.
You will compare two cars and find your own view about them. A3 was produced by Audi to
outperform competitions on the market. Car owners say that Ford also did much to turn Focus
into a great success. If you had the opportunity, which vehicle would you buy? Piston stroke
Piston stroke 90 mm. Engine position Front, Transverse. Cylinders location Inline. Fuel supply
Direct injection. Maximum allowable weight kg lbs. Length mm. Width mm. Height mm. Related
Searchs Important to know. Sizes and dimensions. In this section. Dimensions Air Filter for
Ford Focus. Dimensions Battery for Audi A3. Battery for Ford Focus. Fuel Filter for Audi A3.
Dimensions Fuel Filter for Ford Focus. Dimensions Oil Filter for Audi A3. Dimensions Oil Filter
for Ford Focus. Dimensions Radiator for Audi A3. Dimensions Radiator for Ford Focus.
Dimensions Timing Belt for Audi A3. Dimensions Timing Belt for Ford Focus. Brake Discs For

Ford Focus. Brake Pads For Audi A3. Brake Pads For Ford Focus. Headlight Bulbs For Audi A3.
Headlight Bulbs For Ford Focus. Front, Transverse Engine position. Inline Cylinders location.
Direct injection Fuel supply. Ford Focus vs Peugeot Audi A3 vs Chevrolet Spark. Engine
Coolant Thermostat. An Engine Coolant Thermostat only, housing not included. Included with:
Water pump assembly. Find Parts That Fit:. Fits A3 Sportback e-tron 1. Full Diagram. A3; Lower.
A3; Main. View All Diagrams. Related Products. Customer Assistance Kit. Cargo Carrier Compact, capacity L. Sporting a new Audi. Rear storage bag. Starting MSRP excludes taxes,
installation, shipping, and dealer charges. Dealer sets actual price. Contact dealer for limited
warranty, inventory level, and return policy details. Please select a dealer to view local pricing.
Audi Ho
ice chest radio wiring diagram
2001 volkswagen jetta gls 18l turbo
2003 ford bronco
ffman Estates. Shop Now. Distance: Audi Morton Grove. Audi Westmont. Enter your zip code:
View More Dealers. People Also Bought. Fuel Injector O-Ring Kit. Exhaust manifold gasket.
Turbocharger Gasket. Engine Water Pump Gasket. Gasket for. Email this product. Email
Address. Legal Policies. Links Dealer Login. Find us on Facebook Find us on Twitter. Data
Agreement Unless otherwise indicated, all prices exclude applicable taxes and installation
costs. Although we endeavour to ensure that the information contained on the website is
accurate, as errors may occur from time to time, customers should verify any information in
question with a dealer. We are not responsible for any errors or omissions on this website.
Photos are for illustration purposes only. There may be some variances between the photos
shown and the actual product. Product appearance and specifications are subject to change
without notice. Some items may be unavailable for or incompatible with certain trim levels and
models.

